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Malaysia: Oil prices – adding fuel to the fire



Malaysia



Support from strong consumption to be drowned by oil effects We revise our Malaysian GDP growth forecast up in 2014 to 5.8% (from 5.5%) but see a sharper slowdown in 2015 to 4.5% (from 5.0%). Our 2016 forecast remains unchanged at 4.7%. Things were not looking great for Malaysia: with investment and export growth dwindling this year, growth relied on surprisingly firm consumption to support real GDP growth in 2014 (figure 4). Looking ahead, lower oil prices have generated a negative income shock to an economy already suffering from a weaker growth outlook – "adding fuel to the fire". Consumption looks unlikely to continue to support the economy through 2015, pre-emptive spending ahead of the implementation of GST in April should sustain consumption in the short term but we expect to see weakness from Q2 onwards. The hangover from Debtopia in conjunction with the negative external income shock generated by sustained lower oil price (we see oil prices averaging $69.75 per barrel in 2015) is transmitting to the wider economy through lower business confidence, lower investment, and lower exports – with income taking a bruising from all sides consumption can only outperform for so long.
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Investment growth to follow income and confidence Malaysia has sustained a negative external income shock: the oil and gas balance has shrunk steadily from 7.1% of GDP in December 2013 to 4.4% in September. Domestic demand strength since 2008 has consumed the excess current account surplus over the oil and gas balance (figure 3) meaning Malaysia now relies on oil and gas income to sustain a current account surplus. This current account surplus is shrinking, from 7.7% of GDP in Q2 to 2.8% in Q3. We see a slimmer surplus persisting in 2015 as the value of oil and gas exports (which are priced off lagged oil prices) slips. It's not all bad, lower oil has enabled the scrapping of fuel subsidies, but the negative shock to income will drive investment lower. Directly, there is less money to invest with. Indirectly, undermining confidence in the Malaysian outlook may cause greater harm. This should exacerbate the slowdown occurring in investment from maturing debt cycle dynamics and prudent monetary policy - we now forecast a policy rate cut of 25bps in 2015 from BNM to support investment. The upshot of firm consumption in the face of external income pressure is that savings are dropping. Savings, as a share of GDP, fell to just 27.8% in Q3 – this is the lowest recorded level in 20 years (figure 5). With lower savings, external income pressures, reduced credit expansion and undermined business confidence it is not easy to imagine anything other than ailing investment in 2015. Petronas announced on Monday that it expects to cut capex by 15-20% in 2015. GST – Malaysia is not Japan Firm consumption cannot endure indefinitely in the face of weaker domestic credit growth and lower oil income but we think support is likely in the immediate future ahead of the introduction of GST in April. The GST will be implemented at 6%, above the revenue-neutral rate of 4% given GST will replace sales and services tax. Empirical estimates1 imply that increasing VAT by 1% reduces consumption by 0.2% qoq. This implies a modest dip in consumption in Q2. The idea that a consumption tax could knock the stuffing out of an economy will resonate in the minds of investors at present, and in hindsight the timing of VAT implementation is not ideal, but Malaysia is not Japan. The Japanese government has ably demonstrated what happens if you kick an economy when it's down. Malaysia is slowing down, but from a much higher base. In the context of weaker consumption growth in 2015, the impact will likely be redistributing consumption by supporting in Q1 and undermining in Q2 (figure 6).



1 "The Effect of the VAT Rate Change on Aggregate Consumption and Economic Growth:, Bumpei Miki (2011), Centre on Japanese Economy and Business, Graduate School of Business, Columbia University
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Malaysia has a significant gas surplus – as gas exports from Malaysia tend to be-priced using lagged oil prices as a reference point this source of income will come under pressure.



Figure 1: Malaysia stands apart as sustaining an oil and gas surplus Net oil, gas, and coal trade balance, % GDP 8.0
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Oil and palm oil prices have continued their steep decline in Q4. Gas prices have held up – but this is less relevant to Malaysian gas exports than the oil price.



Figure 2: Key exports prices have fallen in 2014 115 Commodity prices, Jan 2012 = 100 110 105 100 95 90 85 80 Oil
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Malaysia's current account balance has fallen over time as domestic demand caught up with income. Since 2012 the current account surplus and oil and gas balance have moved in tandem, implying the current account surplus is dependent on oil and gas income. This source of income is likely to struggle with lower oil prices.



Figure 3: The current account has fallen in line with the oil and gas balance 20.0
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Figure 4: Investment and exports were weak in Q3 - but consumption held up Real growth, % yoy
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Investment and exports have dipped in light of the oil shock and the maturing credit cycle which have undermined confidence. With lower oil prices continuing into 2015 weakness should persist.
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Strength in consumption growth in the face of weaker income growth has pushed savings to their lowest levels in 20 years. Lower savings should depress investment as external income is also falling.



Figure 5: Savings have fallen to their lowest level in 20 years 55
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Pre-emptive GST consumption will support growth in the near term before the knock-on effects of lower oil related income and the maturing debt cycle undermine growth.



Figure 6: Consumption should be front-loaded ahead of GST introduction 10.0
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Figure 7: Oil prices are hurting revenues, capex and the dividend will take a hit 100.0 Petronas cash flows, RMbn, & the oil price, $ pb
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Lower oil prices will put pressure on Petronas's cash flows – a dollar fall in the oil price reduces profits by RM1bn. Guidance is that, with oil at $75 pb, capex will be scaled back 15-20% in 2015 and the dividend could fall 37%. We forecast oil falling further, to $69, meaning deeper cuts to capex and the dividend are possible, in our view.
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Discretionary government spending can lag government revenues from oil and gas – however, fiscal policy may be able to support the economy in 2015 as, despite revenues falling, expenditure on subsidies is too.



Figure 8: Expenditure tends to lag oil price revenues - which are falling 75.0 Revenues and expenditure in RM bn Oil and gas revenues Development expenditure
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Monetary policy is unlikely to be loosened significantly given administered inflation as a result of GST but BNM may be able to afford a 25bps cut given downward pressure on inflation from oil prices.



Figure 9: The oil price move should allow a 25bps cut in spite of inflation 5.0 UBS forecasts
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